Qatar swimming team shines at 28th GCC Aquatic Championships

Golf
Nordqvist grabs share of lead at British Open

Football
Arsenal spending ups pressure on Arteta to deliver

PREMIER LEAGUE

Jota, Mane score in 2-0 win over Burnley; Raphinha rescues 2-2 draw for Leeds vs Everton

GREATISH BAGS FIRST GOAL IN MAN CITY CRUISE, LIVERPOOL BEAT BURNLEY

Qatar swimming team shines at 28th GCC Aquatic Championships

FOOTBALL

Manchester City 5 (Krul 7-og, Grealish 21, Foden 62, Mahrez 84) Norwich 0
Liverpool 2 (Jota 18, Mane 69) Everton 1 (Ismail 50), Burnley 0

Jota scored Liverpool's first goal in the 18th minute while the Qatar relay teams were bronze in two of the four events.
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Rublev topples Medvedev

**RUGBY**

Pollard kicks South Africa top of Rugby Championship

Fifteen-half Pollard kicked his points as South Africa remained top of the Rugby Championship table after defeating Argentina in Durban.

Pollard's 20-point haul included three penalties, as well as two conversions and a drop goal to give the Springboks a 35-22 victory.

With the win, Pollard moved ahead of the late fly-half in the list of top point-scorers for the tournament.

**ENGLAND'S LIVINGSTONE AIMS FOR TEST CALL AFTER WHITE-BALL EXPLOITS**

England's Liam Livingstone aims for Test call after white-ball exploits

England's Liam Livingstone aims for Test call after white-ball exploits

Liam Livingstone's growing reputation may have been built on the dynamos, where he hit 30 or more in each innings in the T20 World Cup, but as he is in the “prime of our sport” Livingstone has a big challenge to face in the upcoming Test against India.

Livingstone, who led England to a six-wicket win over Sri Lanka in the third ODI, said on Thursday that he would be ready to play all three formats if given the opportunity.

**ENGLAND'S RUGBY SEASON COMES TO A SAD END**

England's rugby season came to a sad end on Sunday when they lost 35-22 to South Africa in the final of the Rugby Championship.

The defeat meant that England finished second in the championship, behind the Springboks, who won their sixth title.
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Golf

Nordqvist grabs share of lead

1 PLAYED SO SOLID AND I’VE HAD A GREAT ATTITUDE THIS WEEK.

Reuters

Cycling

Jakobsen claims second Vuelta stage to continue comeback

D

nitaly rider Jakob Fuglsang of Team Vini Zabù-KTM won stage 19 to seal the overall race victory in the 2020 Vuelta a España.

Fuglsang, 36, crossed the line in Laider to claim his second Vuelta title, having won the race in 2011.

“Today was the perfect day to express ourCOMPLETE TEAM, THE VARIETY OF RIDERS AND THE TEAM SPIRIT IS CLEAR TO SEE. I really think we can take this on to the Tour de France and improve our results.”

Watch

Hassan comes up short in quest for 5,000m WR

S

af Hassan, the Olympic champion who holds the world record in the 5,000m, has failed to break the mark.

Hassan, who set the world record in 2016, had been aiming to improve on her 14:20.39 personal best.

Hassan said she was “disappointed” after finishing second in 14:24.26.

Doomsday Clock

The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists announced that the Doomsday Clock remains at 20 seconds to midnight, the same as last year.

The clock is an annual symbol of the risk of global catastrophic disasters, such as nuclear war or climate change.

“Today we are a little closer to the edge of the abyss. If we don’t act quickly, we will be too late. The future is now.”

Watch

Francois Jaques breaks U20 10km hurdles world record

Francois Jaques of France set a new world record in the men's 10,000m event at the 2020 IAAF World Athletics Championships in Monaco.

Jaques, 20, clocked 26:34.88 to better the previous best of 27:10.87 set by Jamaica's Keni Harrison in 2015.

The 20-year-old, who hails from Monaco, crossed the line in 26:34.88 to take the title with a time of 26:34.88.

“Today was a special day for me. I had been preparing for this race for a long time. I am happy to have broken the record and I look forward to defending it in the future.”

Watch

Mark Cavendish claims victory in Tour of the Alps

Mark Cavendish of Bahrain-Merida won stage 13 of the Tour of the Alps, claiming his 34th career victory.

Cavendish, 35, finished ahead of Germany's Andre Greipel and Spain's Jesus Herrada in the 175km stage from Palmanova to Alpe di Siusi.

“Today was a very special day for me. I have been working hard for this win for a long time and I am glad to finally get it.”

Watch
Arsenal spending uppers pressure on Arteta to deliver

Gunniers have spent a reported £18mn in the transfer window

SPORT

Qatar’s Paralympians reach Tokyo

Terminal 2

Ligue 1

Mbappe strikes as PSG beat Brest to go top

-Reuters

**SPORT**

**ARSENAL**

**FOCUS**

In a tight season to date, Arsenal have finally finished the money on new players that any club will be able to. The arrival of Norwegian midfielder Martin Odegaard from Real Madrid is imminent signing of Aaron Ramsey as the start of a new chapter for the team. Arteta has already made a successful signing of the September international break. He has opened the transfer window to date. Arteta to deliver

LIVERPOOL IN LONDON WITH SAHAB AL-DEEN KOOPMEIN

Premier League: Liverpool have opened talks with forward Mohamed Salah over a new contract, with the Egyptian international set to join the club in January. Salah, who joined Liverpool from Serie A club Roma in 2018, has scored 45 goals in 116 appearances for the club. The club’s current contract expires in 2024, which opens the door for Salah to negotiate a new deal. The club’s hierarchy is determined to keep Salah at Anfield and has already started discussions over the new contract. The forward was one of the key players in the team’s success and is expected to remain with the club for the foreseeable future.

NOT MY JOB TO CONVINCE PLAYERS... Nuno

After a 2-0 defeat to newly-promoted Genoa, Inter Milan manager Andrea Simeone responded to a question about the situation with Romelu Lukaku and Achraf Hakimi, who have been linked with a move away from the club. "They have the right to make their own decisions," Simeone said. "But as a coach, my job is to focus on the players who are with us." The coach was also asked about their plans for the upcoming season. "We are preparing for the new season with the players we have," he said. "We will try to build a strong team that can compete at the highest level." The club has already made some transfers and is expected to make more before the transfer window closes.

ROMA IN A DIFFERENT KIND OF CHALLENGE: Mourinho

AS Roma coach Jose Mourinho said the challenge that awaits him this season is different to the one he faced when he was in charge of Manchester United. "When I was in Manchester United, the pressure was always on," Mourinho said. "But here in Rome, the expectations are much lower. We are a team that hasn’t won in a long time, and we need to build something new. We need to work hard and be patient." Mourinho has been appointed as the new manager of Roma and is expected to lead the team to a new era of success.

INTER MILAN BLOWN OUT BY GENOA

Inter Milan lost 2-0 to Genoa in a match that was marred by some bad refereeing decisions. The home side had the better of the first half but went in at half-time without scoring. In the second half, Genoa took control and scored twice to easily defeat Inter. The result is a blow to Inter’s title aspirations and puts pressure on coach Luciano Spalletti, who is in his first season at the helm.

BUNDESLIGA

Freiburg pull off 2-1 win over Dortmund, Wolfsburg go top

-COMMUNITY

Dortmund were left to rue a missed chance to go top of the Bundesliga after a 2-1 defeat to Freiburg. The home side took the lead through a penalty scored by Robin Himmelmann, but Freiburg equalised through a goal from Maximilian Philipp. In the second half, Freiburg scored again through a goal from Ömer Toprak, who headed in a cross from Tom Starke. Freiburg’s victory means they are now one point clear of Dortmund, who remain second in the table.

Celtic hit St Mirren for six

-AFP

Celtic continued their impressive form in the Scottish Premiership with a 6-0 win over St Mirren. The home side took the lead through a goal from Leigh Griffiths, who had scored earlier in the match. In the second half, Celtic scored four more goals through a goal from Callum McGregor, a header from Greg Halford, a goal from Stuart Armstrong, and a strike from Stuart Armstrong. The result moves Celtic to the top of the table with 15 points from four games. St Mirren, on the other hand, remain in 11th place with three points from four games.

Dundee 2-0 Inverness

-Daily Record

Dundee continued their impressive form in the Championship with a 2-0 win over Inverness. The home side took the lead through a goal from Garry Wood, who headed in a cross from Keiron Meekings. In the second half, Dundee scored again through a goal from Kevin Nisbet, who had earlier missed a penalty. The result moves Dundee to the top of the table with 15 points from four games. Inverness, on the other hand, remain in 12th place with three points from four games.